IMAGINE—
DREAM— BELIEVE

Are mermaids real? As real as
imagination and dreams!
A captivating mermaid
lingers on a rock; written
in the sky behind her, the
invitation to “Imagine
Dream Believe”. Slate
plaque with leather
hanging cord. 13½" x 10".
Rush delivery is not available.
D22044 Mermaid Plaque $24

NEW! mermaid party!

A trio of mermaids gather for an underwater girls’ night of dancing and fun.
Three hanging ornaments, with a sprinkling of festive glitter. 9" high from
hanging ring to tail.
D90075 Mermaid Ornaments (set of 3) $28

actual size

NEW! Secret Treasure

Far below the water, the clam keeps
its secrets—is there a pearl inside
that shell? Who will ever know? Inside
this silver shell locket is your secret
jewel—a picture of a loved one, a
tiny token for you to quietly treasure.
Sterling silver locket on 18" chain.
Coordinating earrings.
J10467 Clamshell Earrings $25
J20701 Clamshell Locket $65

NEW! under the sea

NEW! light under the waves

Light filters through the rippling waves, illuminating the mystical
realm of dolphin and mermaid. With waves of ocean-blue glass
accented with teal bubbles, this lamp brings the allure of the waves
to your home. Stained-glass shade, 10½" wide, on antiqued bronzefinish base. 14" high. Takes one candelabra bulb, included. Gift wrap
and rush delivery are not available.
D30028 Waves Lamp $165

NATURAL CONNECTION

mermaid wishes

Deep in a happy daydream, this
mermaid basks in the sun as the
tide ebbs. Perhaps she hopes for
a friend to share a little treasure?
Mermaid trinket box holds a few
baubles. Copper-finish resin. 6"
high; box interior is 3" across.
D24042 Mermaid Trinket Box $32

actual
size

The mermaid—part human, part
sea creature—unites humanity
and the natural world. A mermaid
cradles her child, a tender moment
of universal and unconditional love.
White bronze pendant on 18" black
satin cord.
J20322 Mermaid Mother and
Child Pendant $28

A MERMAID OF YOUR OWN

A mermaid will stay on land only with one
of her choosing. Show the world your
affinity with mermaids by keeping this
one close. Sterling silver ring wraps
her tail around you. Sizes 4-9.
J75044 Mermaid Ring $28

48

In a mystical realm under the waves,
shell-white castle walls feature mermaid
columns flanking windows and doors.
Invoke the magical allure of the sea
with this mermaid shelf—two mermaids
holding starfish support a shelf based
on classical architecture. 19½" long, 3⅝"
deep, 11¼" high; matte-finish resin. Gift
wrap and rush delivery not available.
D22064 Mermaids Shelf $60

actual size
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not-quite princess

mermaid
dreaming

Near a busy reef, a
mermaid perches on a giant
clam shell, idly watching
the fish swim by. She dreams
of someday filling the shell with
treasures. Add your jewelry, coins
or other trinkets to make the mermaid's day! Bronze
finish with verdigris patina. 7½" wide, 4½" high.
D21038 Mermaid Jewelry Dish $48

1.800.205.5790

Top & Skirt
shown in
Ocean Blue

Then there’s the youngest sister—not the
princess royal, not quite the wicked one. The
almost-good one, who surprised everyone by
Skirt and
running off with a sea captain. The not-quite
Skirt only:
Top:
princess lacy skirt and top—a little ruffly, a
little edgy. Floral lace top catches the light
Red
with satiny highlights, gauzy under-layer is
Ocean
embellished with more lace and iridescent
buttons. Skirt features swirling gauze panels,
Forest
Spice
netting and a swag of lace looped off-center
in a shiny brooch. 36" long. Both in the muted
blue of a misty day at sea. Linen/polyester;
Earth
Flint
hand wash. Imported. Sizes S-XL. Skirt also
in Romantic Red, Forest, Earth, Mystical
Turquoise, Spice, Flint or Coal. Top also in
Mystical
Coal
Spice, Flint or Coal.
A60096 Lacy Top $40 | A50033 Layered Skirt with Brooch $49

49

